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Thompson: Our Fathers (Who Aren’t in Heaven)

Our Fathers (Who Aren’t In
Heaven)
LYNNE THOMPSON
I wish Pinky Jackson’s father were mine. Mr. Jackson doesn’t have to work. He’s
a full-time lover, a honey man who spends his time smiling and applying
Madame C.J. Walker’s hair pomade. He’s always being entertained
by long-legged women who’ve just stopped by to pay their respects for his lost
missus about the time we come home for Cokes & Fritos after school. We take
turns peeking at the women admiring themselves in the long mirror down the
hall, after, laughing and slowly applying shiny red lipstick, examining their teet
and straightening their hose, looking like they know what makes a Chevy’s
engine work. Passing, they smell the sweet of exotic fragrances-gardenia or
magnolia-lavender or rose-mixed up with some other unidentifiable smells
that always seem to drift out of Mr. Jackson’s bedroom. There,
sometimes
find small, empty
the kind lined in satin made to hold men’s gold and roll,
wall floats on air blowing from the hi-fidelit
n localy have
r cufflinks. Some romantic music
player in the parlor, music that’s really dreamy like Garner’s Misty or Duke’s
Mood Indigo. Mr. Jackson always looks up at Pinky and me absent-mindedly
like he forgot we always come home at 3:30.

My father has to work. He regularly smells funky like the town garage where he
fixes up old cars that should have been trade-ins anyway. I don’t think he was
ever lovered by anybody, leastways not my mother and certainly not me. He
always looks at the two of us, when he looks at the two of us, as though there
was a really interesting fly on the
just behind our shoulders. He grunts
speech. Sour and shirtless, he reads the funnies at the breakfast table, the
news at dinner. He won’t let my mother buy a hi-fidelity player so she & I
to hum the melodies of the latest top 20 tunes. She never wears lipstick and she’s
allergic to perfume; but she sure enough knows how to make our landlady’s
sheets and towels smell just like lemons, how to French braid my every-morning
wild, kinky hair and the way to fricassee a whole chicken, gizzards and all. I
don’t think she knows how to make an engine work, though; and my father
never looks at us absent-minded. Tomorrow, Pinkie and I are coming to my
house after school; we’re gone jitterbug to the tunes of bebop and rock ‘
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teach each other how to put on Maybelline’s Moroccan Red lipstick and admire
each other & ourselves in the bathroom’s yellow mirror for hours and hours and
hours and more.
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